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In a few words

Background

• Staining on 1 FFPE slide → conservation of precious material
• Identification of complex immune cells phenotypes

Profiling immune contexture in tumor landscape is emerging as a powerful tool that allows patients stratification and prediction of response to immunotherapies, as well as clinical patient outcome. Current imaging
techniques, such as multiparametric immunofluorescence, enable complex immune cells analysis but on selected fields only. This newly developed workflow for a sequential multiplex immunohistochemistry assay
allows the detection of multiple biomarkers on only 1 FFPE slide (Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded) and the analysis of the whole tissue section. This digital pathology analysis reveals phenotypes, densities and spatial
distributions of the immune cells in the tumor context.

Multiplex IHC workflow
One FFPE slide
Deparaffinization

1. IHC Stainings

Digital pathology processing
2. Slides alignment with Slidematch software

• Conservation of immune cells spatial context

Immune-cells densities on tumor tissues
WHOLE SLIDE ANALYSIS FOR CELL PHENOTYPING
Example 1:
Biomarker panel CD3-CD8-CD38 on colorectal cancer

Staining for marker 1 (CD38)

• Determination of cell density on the whole slide

Phenotypes map reconstruction
Map reconstruction: overlays with the selected phenotypes are
generated and displayed over the whole virtual slide (under
development)

3. Automated detection of region of interest

Rehydration

Whole slide,
CD163 mapping

(ROI) with QuPath software
Antigen retrieval

Quantitative analysis of single and
multiple labeled cells
Cell phenotype

Staining for marker 2 (CD8)

Immunostaining
Antibodies
stripping

AEC
destaining

4. Automated selection of common ROIs

Chromogenic
detection

Human colorectal cancer immunostained
with CD3, CD8 and CD38 antibodies
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• Intersection of ROIs
• Removal of artefacts
• Optimization of alignment
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5. Detection of positive cells with QuPath software
and Determination

Slide scanning

Cell detection for marker 1

of centroids position

Image processing
and DP analysis

Cell phenotype

Staining 1

Human lung cancer immunostained with CD3,
CD8, FoxP3 and CD163 antibodies

Staining 2
Staining 3
...

Staining n

Successively applied primary antibodies were visualized with
horseradish peroxidase conjugated polymer followed by 3amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC) chromogeny. For the sequential
immunostaining, AEC was destained and antibodies were
stripped prior to the next immunostaining. A whole slide
digital scanning was performed after each immunostaining.

6. Centroids proximity analysis

Cell detection for marker 3

• with R software
• Obtention of cell densities and locations
• Phenotypes map reconstruction

The n virtual slides obtained from the same tissue section were aligned (Slidematch™, microDimensions) and analyzed for
labeled cell detection, counting and recording of the centroid position (QuPath, open source software). The cell
phenotyping was then determined using a script developed for R software.

Illustration of the mapping
for a combination of
phenotypes on a selected
field of view

✓ Conservation of precious tissue:
stainings on ONE FFPE slide
✓ Cheaper and less time-consuming
for protocol development than
other imaging techniques

Quantitative analysis of single and
multiple labeled cells

Cell detection for marker 2
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Pseudo-color visualization
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✓ Determination of the Immune cells
location in the tumor landscape
(reconstructed map with cells
position on going)
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Lung cancer: CD3, CD8, FoxP3 and CD163

Following the whole tissue section analysis, the raw data obtained are:
• Identification of the cell phenotypes and densities (see tables above)
• Recording of cells location for the map reconstruction (see Phenotypes map
reconstruction)

✓ Identification of multiple immunecell phenotypes
✓ Obtention of cell density on
WHOLE FFPE slide

Phenotypes map reconstruction:
• Overlays with phenotypes locations generated with R for the whole
virtual slide
• Assignment of color for the identified phenotypes
• Visualization of overlays with Aperio ImageScope for the whole virtual
slide

Example 2:
Biomarker panel CD3-CD8-FoxP3-CD163 on lung cancer

Staining for marker 3 (CD3)

Advantages and
Perspectives of Multiplex
Immunohistochemistry
Assay

CD3+ CD8+

Colorectal cancer: CD3, CD8 and CD38

Pseudo-color visualization is often used for illustration of multiplexing but it is
limited to selected field of view. The phenotypes map reconstruction developed
by HalioDx (see above) allows the whole slide analysis.

• R software: https://www.r-project.org
• Slidematch: https://micro-dimensions.com
• QuPath: Open source software for digital
pathology image analysis. Peter Bankhead et
al., bioRxiv 099796; doi:
https://doi.org/10.1101/099796

